List of ten nominators

1. WONG Chun Shing Nelson (BSc 2006)
2. MAK Yiu Tung Cyrus (BSc(SSLM) 2007)
3. MOK Pui Han Rosa (BSW 1997)
4. CHAN Chi Chung (BBA(Acc&Fin) 2008)
5. YEUNG Yau Man (BEcon&Fin 2011)
6. LAM Hoi Yan (BA 2013)
7. LI Wai Yan Vivian (BEd 2015)
8. CHANG Wan Ki Gloria (BSocSc 2001)
9. CHAN Ka Kin King (BA 2001)
10. WONG Ho Yin (BSc 2008)

Brief Biography:

HKU is at a historic crossroad. With so many challenges facing HKU, our alma mater needs to evolve and rise up to the challenges. And so is the only statutory alumni body, HKU Convocation.

I served in Students’ Union as Internal Vice President during undergraduate. I have been an active member in HKU Alumni Concern Group. I look to bridging the gap between University and alumni with new tools and more personal approach. I have experiences in nurturing online community and this is very important to encourage participation of young alumni.

I am a professional IT recruiter. I enjoy hiking, cycling and exotic adventures. My favourite spot in campus is the fountain area in Main Building, where I can enjoy reading,